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ABSTRACT

This chapter shows how the interpersonal action-learning cycle (IALC) can be used to invite thinking, attentive comprehension from learners in conversation. It explains what the IALC is, where it comes from, how it works, and why. In particular, it offers a logical demonstration that all interpersonal learning takes place within the IALC, and that all competition for dominance lies outside it—suggesting conscious use of the IALC as a desirable practice. The chapter goes on to explore linguistic factors that routinely disrupt use of the IALC, and that can hide its very existence. Strategies for restoring and stabilizing it are offered. Routine use of the IALC can have profound implications for teaching and instruction, collaborative learning, assessment, course evaluation, and professional development. These are explored.

INTRODUCTION: YOUR OWN THOUGHTS

This chapter starts with a form of advance-organizer (Ausubel, 1968). You are invited to think about instructional design, by considering how you would answer six questions. If you think that you are in the business of meeting learners’ needs, you might find these questions startling—they invite you to focus on a need of your own:
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1. What do you most notice about how learners respond to you?
2. What do you imagine are the reasons?
3. How do you feel about that?
4. What is it that you need, that this feeling suggests?
5. What are you doing as a teacher to meet this need?
6. What responses from learners would help you most in doing so?

Although I cannot hear your thoughts, I imagine that as a teacher you would like to help people learn—so that in answer to Question 6, I imagine that the responses you would find most helpful from learners might be summarized as:

- Their attentiveness toward you
- Their accurate comprehension of what you regard as important, and possibly
- Their own relevant creative thinking

If so, then this chapter is addressed to you. It describes the three learning behaviors above, and presents an argument that just three conversational actions are needed in order to invite them. These three actions form the interpersonal action-learning cycle (IALC).

The following sections describe:

- Where the IALC comes from and how it works
- What routinely disrupts it
- How in practice it can be sustained

BACKGROUND: WHERE THE IALC COMES FROM AND HOW IT WORKS

The interpersonal action-learning cycle (IALC) results when the generic action-learning cycle is applied to interpersonal communication.

The Generic Action-Learning Cycle

Figure 1 shows the generic control model. Around it are arrayed the actions, ‘sensing / checking / planning & acting,’ which take place respectively at the sensor, comparator, and effector. They take place whenever a goal-oriented process is in play,
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Figure 2. A subjective form of the generic action-learning cycle

![Diagram of subjective action-learning cycle]

and they make up the generic action-learning cycle.

The process itself, denoted by the blob in the centre of the diagram, is a transformational process of some kind—it transforms an input into an output.

As time progresses, the output is sensed and then is checked against the goal. The difference between the two is used to plan the action that will be taken, in order to modify the input so that the output will more closely approach the goal. Once the action is taken, the output is sensed again to see how well the action worked—and so on around the cycle. Each time around, both the environment and the actor’s capabilities are being learned about.

The Subjective Action-Learning Cycle

Figure 2 shows how the cycle looks when it is made subjective—that is, when I myself do the sensing / checking / planning & acting. The transformation process becomes my engagement with my environment, and the transformation is from ‘myself before’ each turn around the cycle to ‘myself after.’

A well-known example of this subjective form of the action-learning cycle is Kolb’s cycle of experiential learning (Kolb, 1984):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjective cycle</th>
<th>Kolb cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I sense</td>
<td>Experiencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I check</td>
<td>Reflecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I plan</td>
<td>Abstracting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I act</td>
<td>Experimenting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Personal Action-Learning Cycle

Figure 3 shows what happens in addition, when I take conscious note of what I am doing. The cycle becomes my personal action-learning cycle:

- My sensing becomes noting what I notice in my environment and what I imagine about it
- My checking becomes comparing what I notice and imagine with what I need, and noting how I feel about the difference (Hussey, 1980)
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Figure 3. My personal action-learning cycle

- My planning & acting become deciding what I would like to do in order to get what I need, and what I would like to ask others to do to help

The output from the transformation process, ‘myself after,’ then becomes myself consciously aware of:

- What I notice and what I imagine about it
- How I feel about that because of what I need
- What I would like to do about it and to ask others to do

This formulation for capturing my own view has roots in several fields. ‘I notice ..., I imagine ..., I feel ...., I want ...’ is a standard sequence that is used for clear self-expression in Gestalt psychology (Houston, 1995). Variations of it are used in assertiveness training and in other areas of awareness training.

In addition, the principle that how we feel about what we notice depends on what we need, as in the second line of the formulation, is a cornerstone of non-violent communication (Rosenberg, 1999). Indeed, it can be argued that not only how we feel, but also what we notice in the first place, depends on what we need—for example, a barn owl’s hearing is tuned for the rustle of a vole in the grass, a film-projectionist’s vision is tuned for the end-of-reel marker, a mother’s hearing is tuned for the cry of her child, and so on.

The three-line formulation brings all of these strands together. It represents a concise way of capturing a clear view.

It also does something else. Traditional writing for instruction often assumes that there is an objective truth to be imparted, and that the author should not intrude. It perpetuates the myth of objective consciousness (Roszak, 1969). This entire paragraph is written in that objectivist style.

By contrast, the formulation above lets me take personal responsibility for what I notice and imagine, so that I can write explicitly from my own perspective—that is, report my own experience—which is the only truth that I actually have. Accordingly, I will be writing the rest of this

In my view, one of the most important properties of a view captured in the formulation above is that it never can be in disagreement with another person’s similarly-captured view, however different the two views might be. That is, difference does not mean disagreement.

In particular, ‘What I notice and what I imagine about it’ is a report of my own experience, and it leaves room for someone else’s experience to be entirely different. For example, I think that two people in a darkened room describing an elephant by touch are likely to produce very different descriptions, depending on which part of it they are touching. Their views will be different, but they would be mistaken to think that this difference meant disagreement.

Equally, I think that two people looking at a whole elephant—one from the side and one from the front—also will produce very different reports of what they see. Again, their views will be different, but they would be mistaken to think that this difference meant disagreement.

Likewise, ‘How I feel about that because of what I need’ is also a report of my own experience, again leaving room for someone else’s experience to be entirely different from my own. Even, ‘What I would like to do about it and to ask others to do’ is a report of my own experience, leaving room for someone else’s view to be different.

Indeed, so far as I can see, not even my need itself can be in conflict with the needs of other people (Gordon, 1974). The kind of need to which I am referring is not a desire to do something in particular, but is always a need for something—that is, a basic human need like the need for autonomy, for physical well-being, and so forth. There is an inventory of such basic human needs on the Nonviolent Communication Website (Center for Nonviolent Communication, 2002).

In other words, even when it comes to needs, difference does not have to mean conflict. My favorite way of saying it is that conflict is caused only by inadequate solutions for meeting people’s differing needs (Gordon, 1974). That is, it arises only when people take action to meet their needs, without ensuring that their chosen actions will be beneficial or at least acceptable for other people as well.

The result is that I can use:

- What I notice and what I imagine about it
- How I feel about that because of what I need
- What I would like to do about it and to ask others to do

as a basis for reporting my own view on any topic that I choose, without differences with other views having to cause disagreement or strife.

The Interpersonal Action-Learning Cycle (IALC)

Derivation

Once I am aware of my own view in these terms, I can contemplate engaging in learningful conversation with another person. For simplicity, I will take that other person to be you, the reader.

Figure 4 shows what happens when I use the action-learning cycle to interact with you. The action-learning cycle on the left is my personal action-learning cycle from Figure 3. Its output—my awareness of my own view—then becomes the reference criterion for the action-learning cycle on the right, which is where I engage with you. The result is a form of double-loop learning which transforms my experience of you and myself in potentially competitive debate, into an experience of you and myself in learningful discussion.

In classic double-loop learning (Argyris & Schon, 1978), the question that is asked at the right-hand comparator is, ‘How are we doing?’ The deeper question that is asked at the left-hand comparator is, ‘What is it that we are doing in the first place?’ In the more general form of double-
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Figure 4. My double-loop learning to engage in learningful discussion with you

I sense
I take note of what I notice in my environment and what I imagine about it

I plan & act
I formulate and then express my own view in the context of yours, thereby inviting you to acknowledge my view

MY PROCESS OF CONSCIOUS ENGAGEMENT WITH MY ENVIRONMENT

YOU AND I IN DISCUSSION
You and I with different views mutually enriching

MYSELF AWARE
Myself with a clear view – aware of what I notice and what I imagine about it and how I feel about that because of what I need, and what I’d like to do about it and to ask others to do

I check
I compare your view step-by-step with mine – i.e.
- what you notice and what you imagine about it
- how you feel about that because of what you need, and what you’d like to do about it and to ask others to do

I acknowledge your view, offering my best understanding of it, thereby inviting you to listen to me

YOU AND I IN DEBATE
You and I with different views potentially competing

I sense
I note any differences between your view and mine

MY PROCESS OF CONSCIOUS ENGAGEMENT WITH YOU

MYSELF UNAWARE
Myself without a clear view

I plan & act
I decide what I’d like to do to get what I need, and what I’d like to ask others to do

MY GOAL
My knowledge of what I need

MYSELF AWARE
Myself with a clear view – aware of what I notice and what I imagine about it and how I feel about the difference

I check
I compare what I notice and what I imagine about it, with what I need

MY PROCESS OF CONSCIOUS ENGAGEMENT WITH MY ENVIRONMENT

YOU AND I WITH DIFFERENT VIEWS POTENTIALLY COMPETING

YOU AND I WITH DIFFERENT VIEWS MUTUALLY ENRICHING

YOU AND I WITH DIFFERENT VIEWS POTENTIALLY COMPETING
learning cycle (IALC) (Zimmer, 2004a). It is the cycle that I use to engage with you in learningful discussion. For ease of reference, Figure 5 shows this cycle by itself.

As Figure 5 shows, when I use the action-learning cycle to engage with you:

- My sensing becomes my attentive listening to you
- My checking becomes comparing your view step-by-step with mine—that is
  - What you notice and what you imagine about it
  - How you feel about that because of what you need
  - What you would like to do about it and to ask others to do
  which becomes my comprehending acknowledgment of your view.
- My planning and acting then become my thinking expression of my own view in the context of yours—that is:
  - What I notice and what I imagine about it
  - How I feel about that because of what I need
  - What I would like to do about it and to ask others to do

So these three components together can be summarized as offers of attentive listening, of comprehending acknowledgment, and of thinking self-expression.

You might recognize these three components of the IALC as essentially the three that Carl Rogers identified as the core of successful communication (Rogers, 1959, 1962). Their derivation here from the generic action-learning cycle specifies their operational sequence. An alternative derivation,
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from the principle of respect for autonomy, is also available (Zimmer, 2004a).

The third component of the IALC—thinking self-expression—represents a complete ‘I-state-
ment’ (Zimmer, 2004b) made in ‘I-language’ (Gordon, 1970, 1974)—language that is used for
expressing one’s own view while leaving room for other views. An offer of the very similar sec-
ond component—comprehending acknowledgment—is often referred to as ‘active listening’
(Gordon, 1970, 1974).

This means that in using the IALC, I am treating you as a sentient being like myself, so in
systems terms I have to make sense of the ways in which you yourself make sense of things. This
means that two layers of sense-making (Weick, 1996) are involved, so that I am operating at
the level of second-order cybernetics (von Foerster, 1992; Zimmer, 2001) within social cybernetics
(Geyer & van der Zouwen, 1998), also known as socio-cybernetics (Geyer, 1995; Geyer & van der
Zouwen, 2001). A discussion of orders of cyber-
netics is available in Umpleby (1997).

Dynamics

What I find most interesting about the IALC is
that it invites itself in return, as Figure 5 shows,
with the three appearances of the word ‘inviting.’
Figure 6 highlights this phenomenon, showing
specifically how I can use the IALC to invite your
reciprocal use of it.

In more detail:

- I listen to you, offering my attentiveness,
my essential response being a receptive ‘Yes’
to invite you to express your own view, that
is, to offer your own thinking
- I acknowledge your view, offering my com-
prehension, my essential response being, ‘So
you think / feel / need …’ to invite you to
listen to me, that is, to offer your attentive-
ness
- I express my own view in the context of
yours, offering my own thinking, my essen-
tial response being, ‘My own view is this’
to invite you to acknowledge my view, that
is, to offer your comprehension

I would emphasize that these essential re-
sponses are only schematics—many different
wordings are possible, and sometimes they are
conveyed by body language alone. That said, the
essence of the conversation sounds like this:

Figure 6. How my use of the IALC invites your use of it
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My responses | Your responses
---|---
‘Yes’ | ‘My own view is this’
’Soo you think / feel / need …’ | ‘Yes’
‘My own view is this’ | ‘So you think / feel / need …’
‘Yes’ | …

In short, I offer my attentive, comprehending thinking to invite your thinking, attentive comprehension—which is where the title of this chapter comes from.

In so doing, I put my view literally alongside yours, as shown in Figure 6, for mutual enrichment of views and possibly for perception in depth. As Figure 5 shows, this transforms the two of us from yourself and myself in possibly competitive debate, into yourself and myself in potentially collaborative discussion.

In my view, this means that when two people use the IALC together, each does exactly what the other needs—that is, they do not get into a competition for dominance. So I see its use as a sufficient condition for collaborative discussion.

Equally, if I go backwards around the diagram in Figure 6, then once a conversation has got started:

- I cannot listen attentively to you unless I hear your comprehending acknowledgment of what I have already said. Otherwise whatever you are saying will be for me a non sequitur.
- I will not have said anything in the first place (i.e., I will not have offered my own thinking self-expression) unless I thought that you were listening attentively to me—which I do not think that you will have been doing...
- unless you felt comprehendingly acknowledged by me for what you already had said.

And so on.

In my view, this means that once a conversation has got started, use of the IALC is a necessary condition for collaborative discussion. Indeed, communication research has shown that the odds of understanding someone correctly without taking the IALC step of offering one’s comprehension for confirmation or correction are only 25% (Nolan, 1987).

So I conclude that use of the IALC is both necessary and sufficient, in order to have a collaborative discussion about any topic.

Implementation

If as a teacher I take responsibility for managing my use of the IALC, then it starts and ends with myself offering my attentive listening—as shown in Figure 6 by the start-finish arrows. This leaves you always free to continue the conversation by offering thinking self-expression of your own views, or to leave—whichever you choose.

This means that in using the IALC, I always go at least one and a third times around it:

- I offer my attentiveness to invite your own thinking
- I offer my comprehension to invite your attentiveness
- I offer my own thinking to invite your comprehension
- I again offer my attentiveness to invite your own thinking

A special case of this invitational process is the e-moderating skill known as ‘weaving’ (Feenberg, 1989), in which the second step of the cycle—offering my comprehension—is used to gather together the ideas and concerns of several participants, and the third step—offering my own thinking—then is used to ‘weave’ these together to raise new questions for discussion.

In general, I start by inviting your thinking, because I believe that learning is a sense-making activity—that is, that we cannot learn by
having knowledge poured into us, but need to make sense of things for ourselves. This is the central tenet of constructivism (von Glasersfeld, 1995; Riegler, 2007)—not to be confused with social constructivism (Kukla, 2000). So starting in this way lets me invite not just your attentive comprehension, but your \textit{thinking}, attentive comprehension. I believe that my teaching then will be more successful.

Equally, ending in this way lets me invite not just your attentive comprehension, but your \textit{attentive, comprehending, own thinking}. This is where I get the benefit of your relevant creative thinking, if the course that I am offering is meant to encourage you in that.

This is not, however, necessarily easy to do. The next section describes ordinary behaviors that can stop the IALC in its tracks.

\textbf{ISSUES: WHAT ROUTINELY DISRUPTS THE IALC}

Offering attentive, comprehending thinking to invite thinking, attentive comprehension might seem like common sense. In my experience, however, it is anything but.

\textbf{Dogma}

In order to work, what the IALC needs most from the teacher is careful listening for the learner’s view, explicit presentation of the teacher’s view, and consistent awareness of the difference between the two. I find that this in turn requires a somewhat unusual use of language—namely, always speaking in such a way as to leave room for differing views.

I find that speaking in this way in the English language can require great skill. The English language at its simplest, presents any view as an objective report, which automatically casts any other view as fallacious. The preceding sentence is an example. I find that this phenomenon results easily in competition, among people claiming the rightness of their own view and the wrongness of all others. Soon they judge one another inferior, and then they start trying to dominate one another. I see the resulting competitive melee as the exact opposite of the thinking, attentive comprehension that the IALC invites.

For example, suppose that I say to you, ‘The cat sat on the mat.’ In so doing, I am claiming a tremendous amount of authority. I am saying that I know what a cat is, I know what a mat is, and that there is no doubt whatsoever about what is what and what happened. I am leaving you no room whatsoever to have a different view—a view that could be equally valid. In particular, it might appear from where you are that the ‘mat’ is not a mat but a shadow on the ground. Who is to say?

A language like Aymara answers the question of, ‘Who says?’ within its very structure (Miracle & Yapita, 1981)—i.e. it is not possible to make a statement of ‘fact’ without also saying, in the very syntax of the statement, whose view that statement represents. But this is not so in English.

Even worse, in a noun-based language like English, I see no way in which a statement can be made about anything at all, without prior agreement between speaker and listener about what things are—for example, about what a cat is and what a mat is.

This problem is not inevitable. In Hopi, for example, there is a syntactic difference between the ‘unmanifest’ and the ‘manifest’ (Whorf, 1936; Todd, 2002; David, 2004), which makes it possible to build up a complete picture \textit{before} projecting it onto the world ‘out there’ (Hussey, 1980). In my view, this kind of linguistic structure makes it much easier to put different views alongside each other, so as to have discussions rather than debates.

In other words, so far as I can see, the very structure of the English language encourages dogma—that is, telling other people what is what and thereby inviting approval or attack, instead of
expressing one’s own views and inviting comprehension. If I were to engage in dogma, it would appear in Figure 7 in the lower half of the white box on the left.

**Dogmatic Judgmentalism**

It gets worse. Out of dogma can arise dogmatic judgmentalism—that is, praise or blame. This comes from the belief that since I am right about everything and therefore can tell you what is what, if you do not agree with me then I am the victim of your disrespect, and I can blame you for that. Equally, if you do agree with me, then I am the beneficiary of your respect, and I can praise you for that.

The problem that I see with this, is that both praise and blame are ways of passing judgment on you, thereby gaining an upper hand and putting you down.

For example, suppose that I am a scientist conducting an experiment, that my observations tell me that two events occurred at the same time, and that I declare this as fact. On the other hand, you—conducting a similar experiment—find that the same two events occurred at different times. As it happens, this is perfectly possible if you were in motion relative to me—it is an experimentally corroborated prediction from Einstein’s theory of relativity.

But suppose that neither you nor I know about this theory and that you attack my results—as shown in Figure 7 in the lower half of the grey box on the left. If I were to react by indulging in dogmatic judgmentalism—praise or blame—then I could end up blaming you as incompetent. After all, you would be contradicting what I ‘know’ to be ‘true.’ Such behavior on my part is shown in the lower half of the white box at the bottom of the diagram.

Equally, suppose that either your experiment or mine is sufficiently sloppy so that our results appear to agree, and you then approve of my results—as shown in Figure 7 in the lower half...
of the grey box on the left. ‘Knowing’ that my results are ‘true,’ I then could end up praising you for your work—‘You are good at that’—a very ordinary occurrence. Such behavior on my part also is shown in Figure 7, in the lower half of the white box at the bottom of the diagram.

The trouble is, neither my praise nor my blame lets us explore what has been observed by each of us so that we can arrive at a shared understanding. Both my praise and my blame are opposites to my inviting your possibly differing view. Yet the noun-based structure of English makes it all too easy for me to indulge in them—that is, to depersonalize you and label you as something other than yourself, for example, ‘You are bad’ or ‘You are good’.

**Dogmatic, Judgmental Oppression**

Worse still, out of dogmatic judgmentalism can grow dogmatic, judgmental oppression. This comes from the belief—because of my presumed ‘knowledge’ of what is what and my consequent propensity to talk down to you with praise or blame—that I have the right to subject you to approval or attack. These are like praise and blame—except that rather than being for what you do, which is bad enough, they are for what I define you to be, which I consider worse. As Maturana has said, ‘If we believe that we have privileged access to knowledge of objective reality, then sooner or later our relationships become demands’ (Maturana, 1997).

For example, in the situation described, suppose that instead of you attacking my results, I attack yours—as shown in Figure 7 in the lower half of the white box on the right. There are several ways in which I might do this, but the most common ways that I have seen, amount to inquisitorial accusation.

I find the inquisitorial part commonplace. It involves probing you, looking for weaknesses, demanding answers about all aspects of your work, and possibly of your character. The messages that I would be sending you are essentially, ‘Where did you get that idea?’ and, ‘What is wrong with you, anyway?’

I find the accusatory part even more commonplace. It involves reading negligence or malice into you for your disagreement with me—and perhaps even trying to punish you for what I myself have read into you. The essential messages that I would be sending you, answering my own bullying questions from the paragraph above, are, ‘You are careless. You are evil.’—followed by, ‘You are out.’ If done online, this amounts to ‘flaming’ (Kiesler & Sproull, 1992; Shea, 1994).

Equally, in the situation mentioned, suppose that instead of you approving of my results, it is I who approves of yours—again as shown in Figure 7 in the lower half of the white box on the right. Although approval might seem desirable, I see it as oppressive—that is, if I engage in it, then for me it amounts to my putting my imprimatur on a view of your own, that is, my taking possession of something that you have created, saying that it is valid only because I approve of it.

In other words, it is still oppression. The essential messages—representing full dogmatic, judgmental oppression—become, ‘I know what is right. You are good—well done. You are in.’ Yet I will wager that this sounds like a perfectly normal use of English.

As with judgmental praise and blame, and as with dogma before them, I see these oppressive behaviors—approval and attack—as being made possible by the noun-based structure of English, and its consequent ability to depersonalize you and to label you as something other than yourself, for example, ‘You are out’ or ‘You are in’.

In summary, I see dogmatic, judgmental oppression as the diametric opposite of a collaborative exchange of thinking, attentive comprehension. I also see it as the unfortunate norm rather than the exception. I attribute this phenomenon to the noun-based structure of many languages including English—and in my view, it can hide from people the very possibility of non-competitive communication as represented by the IALC.
In particular, I sometimes hear people claim that interpersonal learning takes place during competitive exchanges. From the analysis in the preceding section, in which I found use of the IALC to be not only sufficient but also necessary for collaborative discussion, it is clear to me that whenever interpersonal learning takes place it is entirely due to whatever vestiges of the IALC are present. That is, interpersonal learning takes place not because of any competition but in spite of it.

In other words, I see competition for dominance as wholly inhibitory toward the collaborative exchanges that make up interpersonal learning, as shown in Figure 6 and in the upper halves of the boxes in Figure 7.

As a result, I see development of techniques for restoring and stabilizing the IALC as being of paramount importance. The next section describes the techniques that I have found.

SOLUTIONS: HOW IN PRACTICE THE IALC CAN BE SUSTAINED

In finding ways to restore and stabilize the IALC, the constraint with which I have found it most difficult to work, is that use of the IALC never can be imposed. In my view, to attempt to impose it would amount to judgmental oppression and would violate the very principles on which it is based. I believe that any such attempt would lead, as with most impositions, to a competition for dominance—thereby destroying any chance of collaborative learning.

Therefore, so far as I can see, use of the IALC cannot even be initiated by appeals to ‘netiquette’ (Shea, 1994) or to an institutionally enforced code of conduct. Its use can only be modeled and invited.

Within this constraint, however, I have found a number of techniques to be effective. This section describes them and gives examples.

Figure 8 shows the essential responses that these techniques embody. For each stage of the IALC—abbreviated as listening (L), acknowledging (A) and expressing (E)—four responses are offered. The first is the basic response of the stage, which can be used for stabilizing conversation. The remaining three are for responding, respectively, to:

- Silence (first-degree restoration)
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- Ambiguity (second-degree restoration)
- Contradiction (third-degree restoration)

I would emphasize that, as the essential messages sent at each stage, these restoration responses also are only schematics. The wording shown for each is just one way of conveying its meaning. The specific wording used in any particular situation is likely to vary—or it might be conveyed by body language alone.

I also would emphasize that, especially for restoration responses, I do not always follow the steps of the cycle in strict order—sometimes iteration seems appropriate.

For the listening stage, the four responses are labeled in Figure 8 as L, L1, L2, and L3. For the acknowledging stage, they are labeled as A, A1, A2, and A3. For the expressing stage, they are labeled as E, E1, E2, and E3. All of the second-degree responses (L2, A2, E2) start schematically with, ‘I’m not sure …’. All of the third-degree responses (L3, A3, E3) start schematically with, ‘That doesn’t …’ and continue with an explicit description of the response being invited.

Following is more detail about each of these responses.

The Listening Responses

All of the listening responses invite the other person’s thinking self-expression, which can be summarized as, ‘My own view is this’.

Response L: ‘Yes’
I use this response for ongoing stabilization of a conversation. As a starting point, it gives attention to the other person. As an ending point, it confirms the accuracy of the other person’s comprehension—where the art of using it depends on finding things in the other person’s comprehension that actually can be confirmed.

Response L1: ‘Your reflections are welcome’
I use this restoration response when I hear simple silence in place of self-expression. It makes no demands, leaving the other person free to respond or not, as he or she chooses. In asynchronous communication, I use it as a standard ending/starting point for inviting further contributions.

Response L2: ‘I’m not sure what you’d like to explore’
I use this restoration response when I hear apparent ambiguity about what the other person’s purpose is. Given that the context is that of learning through discussion, a presumption is built into this response that the other person’s purpose is positive and has something to do with exploration.

Response L3: ‘That doesn’t tell me what you think and feel’
I use this restoration response when I hear outright dogmatism from the other person. It contains an explicit description of the kind of response that is being invited—that is, the other person’s expression of his/her own view.

The Acknowledging Responses

All of the acknowledgment responses invite the other person’s confirmation and attentive listening, which can be summarized as, ‘Yes.’

Response A: ‘So you think / feel / need / want …’
I use this response for ongoing stabilization of a conversation. In my view, it is the most important response of all—the one that allows the other person to say, ‘Yes,’ whether or not his/her view and mine happen to differ. This is the response that allows me to put the other person’s view alongside my own, so that collaborative discussion can take place.

Response A1: ‘Perhaps you are saying that …’
I use this restoration response when I have heard the other person as a bit cryptic but I think that I have got the gist. This response normally needs to be completed with some version of Response A.
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Response A2: ‘I’m not sure that I’ve heard you correctly’

I use this restoration response when I am not sure what the other person wants to do and why. It can be followed with Response A1.

Response A3: ‘That doesn’t tell me if I’ve got anything right for you.’

I use this restoration response when I hear outright judgmentalism from the other person. It contains, as with Response L3, an explicit description of the kind of response that is being invited. It embodies explicitly the philosophy that only the speaker, not the listener, is in a position to judge whether he/she is being accurately understood.

I would make a note of caution here—-I have found that the commonly used wording, ‘I hear you saying …’ can be heard as patronizing, that is, as not leaving enough room for confirmation or correction. Instead, I use, ‘I hear you as saying …’—or else I dispense with the ‘I’ altogether, as suggested in Response A.

The Expressing Responses

All of the expressing responses invite the other person’s comprehending acknowledgment, which can be summarized as, ‘So you think / feel / need / want …’.

Response E: ‘My own view is this’

I use this response for ongoing stabilization of a conversation. This is the response that allows me to put my own view alongside the other person’s, so that both views can be combined for possible perception in depth.

Response E1: ‘I’d welcome your sense of what I’m saying’

I use this restoration response when I have said something that I care about, and have not received any response at all. In asynchronous communication—for example, in online conferencing—I sometimes also use it before inviting further reflections by means of L1, in order to try to ensure that the reflections will be about what I am actually trying to convey.

Response E2: ‘I’m not sure what I’ve got across to you’

I use this restoration response when I have said something that I care about, and the response that I receive does not sound to me like comprehension. If the other person has changed the subject to him/herself, then this response changes it back. If the other person has changed the topic of discussion, then this response changes it back. Yet it does not blame or otherwise judge the other person. It simply refuses to accept absence of acknowledgment.

Response E3: ‘That doesn’t reflect what I was getting at’

I use this restoration response when I hear outright oppression as coming from the other person. As with Response 2, if the other person has changed the subject to him/herself, then this response changes it back; if the other person has changed the topic of discussion, then this response changes it back; yet it does not blame or otherwise judge the other person—it simply refuses to accept absence of acknowledgment.

It also goes further. In describing the kind of response that is being invited, it treats apparent oppression as no worse than a failed but honest attempt at comprehension, and simply refuses any other possibility—-on the grounds that it might well be an honest attempt, and that dialogue otherwise is impossible anyway.

Examples

I would emphasize again that these responses are only schematic forms—in actual use, many different wordings are possible. The following six example messages show this effect. Together they display all of the wordings possible. They also show how several responses can be used in one message.

These examples are adapted from conference exchanges in which I have participated, within a course on systems practice—a kind of practice for which the ability to handle multiple perspectives is a key skill.
The six example messages are divided into four sections, as shown in Table 1. The first section contains Message 1, which demonstrates standard stabilization (the shaded columns in the table). This is an example in which I simply listen (L), acknowledge (A), express (E) to add my own view, and then listen again. Since the conferences are asynchronous and I cannot hear anyone’s responses immediately, the second listening is the kind that I use in response to silence—that is, first-degree (L1).

The second section contains Message 2, which embodies second- and third-degree attentive listening (L2, L3), in order to invite thinking self-expression very strongly.

The third section contains Messages 3-4, which embody first-, second-, and third-degree comprehending acknowledgment (A1, A2, A3), in order to invite attentive listening very strongly.

Finally, the fourth section contains Messages 5-6, which embody first-, second-, and third-degree thinking self-expression (E1, E2, E3), in order to invite comprehending acknowledgment very strongly.

### Table 1. Stabilization and restoration responses displayed by each message

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stabilization / restoration responses</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L3</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard stabilization</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong listening to invite thinking self-expression</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong acknowledgment to invite attentive listening</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong self-expression to invite comprehending acknowledgment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Standard Stabilization**

**Message 1**

**L:** A participant is quoted as noting that ultimately he can see only from his own perspective, and another is quoted as wondering in response how people then can be expected to handle multiple perspectives.

Hi S and S,

**A:** I hear you both as feeling stuck at an apparent contradiction.

**E:** I find a reconciliation of these two views in a simple but careful use of language:

A report of my own perspective can start with:

I see/hear...

A report of my grasp of your perspective can start with:

I see/hear you as saying...

In other words, my grasp of your perspective is nested within my own perspective.

Example:

I see the tree as moss-covered.

I hear you as seeing the tree as clear.

(I am looking at the north side, you are looking at the south side...)
Example:
I perceive this animal as snake-like.
I hear you as perceiving this animal as tree-like.
(I am perceiving the trunk of the elephant, you are perceiving a leg...)
L1: I hope this helps. Comments welcome.

Strong Listening to Invite Thinking
Self-Expression

Message 2
L: After I have used a Stephen Covey principle (1989) to suggest that all fights are about who gets to feel understood first, a participant is quoted as asking me what I think of this statement in view of Abraham Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of needs. This sets me up to teach rather than to help him learn, so I change the subject back to himself:

Hi S,
L2: I can’t tell from that, what it is that you’d like to explore.
L3: If you tell me what YOU think about those things, and where any puzzle about them arises for you, then perhaps I can tune in.

Strong Acknowledgment to Invite Attentive Listening

Message 3
L: When criticism (not to be confused with critique) emerges in the conferencing, and I remind people that the conferences are for learning through discussion, a participant is quoted as dogmatizing that the conferences should be for learning through debate.

Hi S,
A2: I’m not sure if you are agreeing with me here, or disagreeing.
A1: Perhaps you are saying that you see debate as essential for learning.
A: If so, ...
E: I would say the following.

I take care, as does the course, to distinguish between discussion and debate. In my lexicon, debate is something that is won or lost. It is in there with fights and games (Rapoport, 1960). It is for persuading people to agree. It is based on the idea that someone will be proved right about ‘what is going on’ or about ‘what to do’, and someone else will be proved wrong. Therefore I see debate as antithetical to handling of multiple perspectives and therefore as antithetical to learning from other people.
In contrast, I see discussion as putting different views side by side and seeing how they might be combined—that is, as being for shared learning, not for persuading. This means that I see discussion as wholly compatible with handling of multiple perspectives.

So when I said that the conferences are for learning through discussion, I was being precise. I did not mean debate. I did mean discussion.
L1: I hope that this clarification is of help.

Message 4
L: In the same context, a participant then is quoted as dogmatizing that feedback must be expected. This confuses feedback with criticism—a distinction that the course makes at length (Zimmer, 2004c).

Hi S,
A2: I’m not sure what it is that you’re countering here—I don’t hear disagreement with what I was saying.
E: Reports of people’s experiences of the course are very welcome. This means reports of what they’ve noticed, what they imagine about it, and how they feel about that because of what they need—and perhaps what they’d like to do about it and would like help to do.

That is feedback, as defined in the course—in short, what they liked, what they did not like, and what they would change. I find that feedback, unlike criticism, can be learned from and makes improvement possible.
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A3: What I was referring to did not sound to me like feedback. I could find no information in it that could guide improvement—which involves saying what’s been got right.

L1: I hope that you find this clarification of use.

Strong Self-Expression to Invite Comprehending Acknowledgment

Message 5

L: A participant is quoted as owning to a personal hatred of consultants—and then is quoted suggesting in a later message that a reply from me to someone else sounded like a consultant speaking.

Hi S,

A: From those responses,

E2: I can’t tell what I’ve got across to you.

E1: I’d welcome your sense of what I was seeking to convey in each case—in particular, any way of putting it …

L1: … that you think you might have found easier to take in.

Message 6

L: The same participant is quoted as saying that he believes that he understands—then shows that he does not. He characterizes the IALC as ‘being civil’ and ‘touchy-feely’ and suggests that it cannot be used when something really needs to be done.

Hi S,

A: I have great sympathy with that position. I think that it often can seem that the more urgent things are, then the more control must be imposed and the more that people must be told what to do.

E: At the same time, it is my own experience that people’s resistance tends to dissolve when they feel understood. This is certainly the case with myself. I also find that their resulting increased co-operation can save a lot of time.

So more and more, I try to remember to start if at all possible by offering my comprehension of their concerns.

E3: This strategy to me is not ‘touchy-feely’.

E: It’s a recognition of my own and other people’s informational needs.

I think that people listen a lot more easily when they hear comprehension of their concerns. I also think that they understand more easily when they hear a personal perspective rather than something purporting to be ‘what is’. In addition, I think that they are more likely to give a personal perspective themselves than to try to tell people ‘what is’, when they feel safe because of good listening. And that is the whole IALC right there.

E3: So it’s not really about being ‘civil’, as you suggest—

E: it’s an information-processing thing.

E1: As usual, I’d welcome your sense of what I’m saying.

L1: and any reflections that you might have on it.

The last two lines above have come to represent for me what is most important about use of the IALC. It invites not just thought, but further thought—so that a learning dialogue can grow.

FUTURE TRENDS: IMPLICATIONS OF THE IALC FOR COURSE DESIGN AND ASSESSMENT

I believe that routine use of the IALC can have profound implications for teaching and instruction, collaborative learning, assessment, course evaluation, and professional development.

Teaching and Instruction

Most traditional teaching and instruction that I have seen consists of dogmatizing—that is, teachers apparently believing that they possess objective knowledge and believing that teaching
consists of imparting this knowledge to course participants. From my point of view, this amounts to telling participants what to think.

I see this even in professional conferences. These often begin with ‘keynote addresses’ that effectively tell paying participants what to think about, instead of polling the participants to find out what they would most like to learn about in the context of the conference title.

Worse, as paying participants increasingly come to see themselves as consumers, it appears to me that they expect to have knowledge delivered to them in this way. That is, they expect to be taught rather than helped to learn—an expectation reinforced by prevailing practice.

I believe that use of the IALC can reverse this trend. It begins with listening for desires instead of talking. And it ends with listening for feedback or further reflections. In so doing, it engenders collaborative learning.

For example, this chapter has been designed to do exactly that. It begins with listening, where the six questions that are asked invite the same thinking reflection that the chapter itself describes:

- What you notice and what you imagine about it
- How you feel about that because of what you need
- What you would like to do about it and to ask others to do

The chapter then describes what I think that your answers will have centered on, and only in that context does it then express what I myself think. Finally, in the Conclusion section, it will end by listening again—it will invite your reflections on what I have said and how I have said it.

**Collaborative Learning**

The IALC invites itself in return, so its use facilitates collaborative learning between teacher and course participants. In my experience, this engenders a sense of safety for participants.

I have found that when such a sense of safety has been established, mutually supportive learning can emerge (Zimmer & Alexander, 2000), and collaborative discussions then can take off in a very learningful way.

Such discussions often include challenge of ideas. Because the IALC puts support in before challenge (i.e., comprehending acknowledgment before thinking self-expression), personal safety is maintained.

All that I have ever known to stop this process is the tradition of competitive debate—that is, a win-lose situation develops in which people get dismissed along with their ideas. But I have also seen an antidote arise to this loss of collaboration, when course participants themselves understand the IALC well enough to use it consciously themselves. At this point, I find that a learning community can begin to emerge (Zimmer, Harris, & Muirhead, 2000).

If and when knowledge of the IALC—by whatever name—becomes widespread amongst course participants, then I predict that collaborative learning through discussion will become the norm.

**Assessment**

I know of two main kinds of assessment. The first is teacher-centered, in which the teacher wants to get something about a topic across. The assessment score then measures how well the teacher feels understood. Multiple-choice questions generally are suitable.

The second kind is participant-centered, in which the participant is given space to explore a topic and to put together a case about it. The assessment score then measures how well the participant presents his/her own thinking. Multiple-choice questions generally are not suitable.

In my experience, much of traditional assessment confuses these two. It is teacher-centered, in that the teacher wants to get something about a topic across and to be accurately understood about it. So whatever the topic might be, the teacher
is the subject. But then the teacher acts as if the course participant were the subject, and turns the assessment score into a performance rating that bestows praise (or blame) on the participant, for the participant’s acquisition (or not) of the teacher’s knowledge.

So far as I can see, this is simply dogmatic judgmentalism and does not help either the teacher or the participant to learn.

Use of the IALC undoes this confusion, by always making clear who the subject is—teacher or participant—whatever the topic of conversation. In Figures 6-8, this distinction is represented in each diagram by the difference between the right-hand and left-hand sides.

This puts participant-centered and teacher-centered assessment alongside each other, showing that they are not in conflict with each other. If this realization spreads, I predict that participant-centered and teacher-centered assessment will be used increasingly to complement each other.

I see another benefit as well, in use of the IALC for assessment. It suggests low-maintenance versions of participant-centered assessment.

In particular, since participant-centered assessment is about how well the participant can present his/her own thinking, then in each participant’s responses there always will be a personal aspect that is uniquely identifiable to a teacher who knows him/her—meaning that the assessment questions need not be changed from year to year.

So if and when knowledge of the IALC becomes widespread amongst teachers, I predict that the workload involved in assessment will decrease.

**Course Evaluation**

Traditional course evaluation, so far as I can see, suffers from the same confusion as does traditional assessment. The course participant is invited to lay judgments of praise or blame onto the course or the teacher—that is, ‘Rate this course/teacher for...’.

I have never known such judgmentalism to provide information that a teacher can use to improve what he/she does.

In contrast, by maintaining clearly the distinction between what is about the teacher and what is about the participant, the IALC invites a report of the participant’s experience of the course and its teaching—that is, what the participant liked, did not like, and would change.

In my experience, such feedback does provide information that the teacher can use to improve what he/she does.

So if and when knowledge of the IALC becomes widespread amongst teachers, I predict that the rate of improvement of course material and of teaching will increase.

**Professional Development**

My own experience of professional development for teachers has included being presented with vast quantities of material that amounted, metaphorically, to a lot of trees but no forest—that is, a lot of detail with no overall pattern.

I have found that to look at such mountains of material in terms of the IALC can be a great aid for making rapid sense of it all. It enables me to see rapidly what supports development of the learning dialogue and what does not.

So I predict that if and when knowledge of the IALC becomes widespread amongst teachers, professional development material will become considerably simplified.

**CONCLUSION**

I find that cultural and linguistic traditions often favor competition for dominance over mutual support. That is, they substitute dogmatic, judgmental oppression for thinking, attentive comprehension. In so doing, they can play havoc with collaborative learning, both online and face-to-face.
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I also find that conscious use of the interpersonal action-learning cycle (IALC) offers a solution. This chapter shows how.

Further ideas about use of the IALC—including its use in this chapter itself—are invited.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Figure 9 summarizes the five areas of application of the IALC to instructional design that are discussed in the ‘Future Trends’ section. The areas

Figure 9. Instructional applications of the IALC, discussed in this chapter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching and instruction</td>
<td>Use of the IALC replaces the expectation of being taught with the expectation of being helped to learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative learning</td>
<td>Use of the IALC replaces competitive debate with collaborative yet challenging discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Use of the IALC replaces teacher-centered vs. participant-centered assessment, with both kinds of assessment side-by-side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course evaluation</td>
<td>Use of the IALC replaces judgmental criticism with informative feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development</td>
<td>Use of the IALC replaces complexity in study materials with a simple focus on what fosters the learning dialogue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. Wider areas of potential application of the IALC, for future research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic structures and personal authenticity</td>
<td>Use of the IALC highlights the need for a syntax that makes ‘whose perspective’ automatically clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotherapy and emotional intelligence</td>
<td>Use of the IALC integrates counseling and assertiveness training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership and organizational development</td>
<td>Use of the IALC enacts, separately, each of Adair’s (1983) three principles of effective leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viable Systems and communities of practice</td>
<td>Use of the IALC enacts the respect for autonomy on which a viable community of practice depends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacemaking and collective support</td>
<td>Use of the IALC shows that needs never conflict, only inadequate solutions for meeting them ever do</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 11. Areas of systemic thinking in which the IALC has its roots

- Epistemological awareness
- Second-order cybernetics
- Emergence and self-organization
- Radical constructivism and identity
- Socio-cybernetics and sustainability
- Autopoiesis and self-maintenance
- The IALC

of application are on the left and the effects are on the right. The arrows show the main directions of influence, as I see them.

Figure 10 shows five wider areas of application for future research that I also see. As in Figure 9, the areas of application are on the left, the effects as I see them are on the right, and the arrows show the main directions of influence that I see.

General references for these wider areas of application appear in the ‘Additional Reading’ section.

In addition to these five wider areas of potential application, I see six main areas of systemic thinking in which the IALC itself has its roots. These are shown in Figure 11. As in Figures 9 and 10, the arrows show the main directions of influence that I see.

Investigation of these roots can lead in principle to deeper versions of the IALC, with correspondingly wider domains of application.

General references for these roots also appear in the ‘Additional Reading’ section.
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